Stand

When there’s a queue of
spectators

HAKI Stand – when you need
more space at short notice!
Outdoors or indoor, standing or sitting, HAKI Stand is the
perfect answer when you need a temporary stand at short
notice. This flexible scaffold is easy to assemble and simple to
move between various events.
Suppose you need a temporary stand for the football ground, a riding competition, the
hockey hall, a festival or a concert. That’s when HAKI Stand is the perfect answer –
irrespective of whether you have a small number of spectators or several thousand. Thanks
to its ingenious modular design, the stand is easy to divide into sections and adapt for
different events. You can have any combination of standing and seating room. If you need
more standing room then simply raise the seats to create more space. Furthermore the
lowest level is easy to adapt for disabled people.

HAKI Universal rebuilt as stands
HAKI Stand uses the same basic components as in HAKI Universal. This multi-purpose
modular scaffolding can be used for a wide range of applications and, thanks to its inbuilt
diversity, is suitable for the majority of temporary constructions. All you need to create a
temporary stand are a few special components. The scaffolding is easy to assemble, soon
pays for itself and has a high trade-in value.

Easy to assemble with
few components
HAKI Stand consists of basic components such as the base jack,
standard, ledger beam, single tube beam, diagonal brace, steel plank,
guardrail and safety gate. If you already use HAKI Universal, all you
need to buy are six special components. These will provide you with
comfortable seats, and steps that are easy to climb.

Safety

Dimensions

HAKI Stand is built from HAKI Universal, tried
and tested scaffolding that meets the highest
safety requirements. HAKI Universal has been
approved by SP, the Technical Research Institute
of Sweden.

The framework’s modular dimensions give
terraces that are 500 mm high and 770 to
1050 mm deep. Using our stand bracket, the
step height is a convenient 250 mm. Lengthwise
the stand is normally built with a section length
of 3050 mm but lengths of 2500 and 1655 are
also available.

Brace seating 1050

Locking device seating

Locks the seats and makes
the construction more stable.

Locks the seats in the top row.

Seating grandstand
Available with 2 or 3 collapsible seats/section.

Bracket, grandstand

Riser grandstand 1655

Side guardrail grandstand 1050

Supports the planks in the
terraces and steps.

Used as a guard on the steps.

Handrail and guard suitable for the steps.

Move the stand between
different events
Football, swimming, motocross, concerts and festivals. The possibilities are
unlimited. Our versatile stand can be used everywhere, year round – both
indoors and outdoors.
The scaffolding can even be used where there are major differences in
ground level, on a ski slope for example. The stand can be moved between
different events such as from a football field to a sports hall or hockey arena.
You soon get a return on your investment and make great savings.
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